Year in Reflection
This week, millions across the world are commemorating the end of the Jewish year
and turn their hopeful sights to the future.
We at the ZACHOR Holocaust Remembrance Foundation believe that a better and
more peaceful world is possible. The first step to building that better world is to teach
our children to learn from lessons the Holocaust taught us: to live with tolerance and
peace. This is the mission that guided us and will continue to guide us for years to
come.
This past year brought us many meaningful moments and celebrations of growth.
Because of your continued support, our community saw the expansion of ZACHOR's
educational services through various outreach platforms. We bolstered our online
presence and added many speaking engagements to an already busy year for our
founder, Ben Lesser, and the organization.
We distributed nearly 250,000 ZACHOR lapel pins providing an enduring token
for individuals to remember the lessons of the Holocaust and to pass forward
what they have learned. These pins not only inspire future generations to share
their stories of listening to a Survivor speak, but also the power lessons that came
from it. These pins serve as a reminder ... and a symbol TO NEVER FORG ET.
We sent one remarkable young woman on a journey to the March of the Living - something she will never forget. We also sent school teachers abroad to expand
their Holocaust studies, enabling them to return to the classrooms empowered
and educated, inspiring young students to carry on Survivors stories and make
sure the world remembers this important lesson: NEVER AG AIN.
Ben spoke around the world at more than 20 events, sharing his important
message and helping to ensure the world never forgets the atrocities of the
Holocaust and the ramifications of living in a world that bullies and hates.
We even expanded I-SHOUT-OUT, our online movement that encourages
people around the world to advocate for change by taking a stand and speaking
UP and OUT against intolerance, injustice, racism, bullying and more.
But, the pins, the journeys, the education, the speaking engagements, the online
campaign, can't continue without YOU. As a small organization largely funded
directly from our founder, Ben Lesser, we rely on generous donations to help power
ZACHOR. Our programs are critically dependent on donations. Please help us today
with your tax-deductible donation. Pledge your gift today.
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Pl ease sen d to: ZACHOR Hol ocau st Rem em br an ce Fou n dati on
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Whatever your faith, Shanah Tovah to all! May you be inscribed in the Book of Life.
Bless You.

Our Family at The ZACHOR Holocaust Remembrance Foundation
Donate TODAY

READ IT. LIKE IT. SHARE IT.

Education and remembrance go hand-in-hand so we can ensure we never forget. Holocaust
Survivors, G enerations thereof and ZACHOR Holocaust Remembrance Foundation share the
same goal: to Remember.
With Remembrance, we must engage, create meaningful dialog and take action.
We cannot do this alone. We need your help. Click here to learn more.
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